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Summary of findings
People love rivers…

One of the key motivations for people to get involved in caring for their local
water environment is that they love rivers, the wildlife on them and the way they
can help them to relax and unwind.

...mostly!

These feelings were almost universal in the groups contacted, however there was
recognition this connection can be weaker in urban areas and possibly among
younger people. People in urban areas were also likely to be motivated by the
culture and heritage of rivers.

People are busy so they
need to be inspired

Most members of civil society groups are either retired and busy with multiple
groups and commitments or younger and busy with working lives and additional
hobbies. Creating discrete, short and exciting tasks for them to take part in is
important, if this can be tied into their interests it will be much more successful.

The CaBA is a great idea…
will it create change?

The Catchment Based Approach was known by groups already involved in looking
after or linked to the water environment and both they and people new to it
thought it was a great idea. Experiences of interacting with CaBA were a little
more mixed and some felt a bit disconnected from it, with the risk it could be
perceived as ’all talk and no action’.

We asked people which of these five different statements
resonated most with them / their members

Overall the most powerful motivator was wildlife seen on rivers;
followed by rivers being places to relax and unwind
Chart illustrating the responses to the motivation statements by catchment and type of civil society
(Conservation or Leisure focus)
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The top reason most likely to motivate people to help with their local rivers was wildlife relying on the
rivers. Thriving wildlife was closely linked in people’s minds with what makes rivers beautiful and restful
environments. This view of rivers as relaxing was the second most powerful motivator.
In response to the other three statements there were some notable differences between people in the
more urban environment with those living in urban areas more likely to also respond to the culture and
heritage of rivers.

People feel strongly that the wildlife on rivers are part of
what makes them precious places
The statement about wildlife
had the most support across all
groups as a strong motivator for
helping to look after rivers. It
was also frequently given as an
unprompted reason people
would want to volunteer. This
occurred across both
conservation specific groups
and more leisure based groups.

Leisure group- CAMLAD

People found the story behind
this statement easier to relate
to, they could see that
unhealthy rivers would have
direct consequences for
wildlife.

Leisure group- Soar

People cared about wildlife and viewed it as one of the
elements that makes rivers attractive places
When people were asked to pick
one of these six images (on the
right) everyone chose the
kingfisher (three participants
picked this as one of two
images).

For participants the kingfisher
represented the beauty and
elusiveness of river wildlife at it’s best.

Almost as popular a motivator was that rivers are places
to relax and unwind
This statement was popular
among all the groups except
one, and spoke very strongly to
the groups whose primary
purpose was to enjoy the river
through fishing, walking or
canoeing.

Leisure group- CAMLAD

The group who were less
responsive to this didn’t feel
strongly that any of the
statements fitted with what
drove them to volunteer: the
importance of the environment
and concerns over climate
change.

Leisure group- CAMLAD

There are six barriers we need to overcome to increase
people’s support for their local water environment.
Messaging

People need to know that there is a problem to address and be clear
on how to do that. This is made more complex by events like flooding.

Demands on people

Most people are very busy and need ways to get involved which suit
their availability and busy lifestyles. They are put off by paperwork
and excessive bureaucracy.

Support

It is demotivating to feel that there is no support at a wider level or
from government. Activities are more successful when they are better
supported and there is a leader.

Type of task

The type of tasks needs to match the abilities and interests of the
audience.

Inclusiveness

It is important for people to feel included and to find ways to engage
a wider group.

Location impacted on
challenges

In rural areas it was harder to get groups together and to recruit large
numbers where populations were low. In urban areas it could be
harder to connect with the kinds of people who might be interested.

Practical activities such as litter picks were most popular
and citizen science can be very appealing if relevant
Chart illustrating the responses to the possible activities they might do to support local water
environments by catchment and type of civil society group (Conservation or Leisure focus)
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When asked about the types of activities they and their group members would be interested in doing
many groups were already involved in activities, especially in the more straight-forward practical tasks
such as litter picks. The main ‘maybes’ in response to volunteering activity were for groups where they
either felt another group did this already, so it wasn’t their remit to run (although they would promote
another group’s organised activity to their members), or the group weren’t physically able.
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Channel: the best ways to communicate are via their
groups, with email and facebook being most used
Connecting via their group
means they will notice

People are often members of multiple groups and signed up to hear about
various interests via email. This means they may not be keen to sign up to or
receive another email. It is much better to contact people via their existing group
where they will already be interested and give the message more attention.

A talk can be a good
starting point

For many of the more leisure based organisations a good first step can be going
along to give a talk, which engages people’s interest ready for them to do more

Older groups use email,
younger groups facebook

The older the membership of the group the more likely that the main route for
communications is via an email address, and often a website to find the main
contact. Groups with younger members tend to use Facebook for more
communication and this can be a great way to put up messages to reach people
without adding to their email inboxes.

Email updates can be
popular with some

For those people who do want to hear regular updates email is the best way to
do this and people talked about some emails they find really interesting such as
those from their local River Trust or Pollution Newsletter.

Message: people are most likely to respond to messages that
talk about their local river, the wildlife and tranquillity it offers
and ask for small discrete chunks of active involvement
Local makes people feel
People feel they can make a real difference at a local level, and are likely to be
they can make a difference most interested in environments they can relate to, even if they are not fully
aware of them usually.
Messages should be about
the importance of habitats
for wildlife & for people to
enjoy

As covered in the motivation section, the messages about looking after rivers for
wildlife and to protect places people enjoy and unwind in resonate most widely.
They also make the most sense to people who don’t typically make a connection
between natural water environments and the domestic water they use.

Messages need to be clear People were happy to be asked to take part in activities as long as this was done
about what is being asked clearly, with the commitment needed explained up front. Activities should fit with
their interests and abilities so tailoring this and asking what they would like to do
is important.
It needs to feel action
focused

People are very put-off by the idea of ‘talking shops’ or long meetings and need
to feel that even when there are meetings involved there will be plenty of action

Overall awareness of the Catchment Based Approach was
good among conservation orgs and river users
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Most of the groups contacted had heard of the CaBA,
although clearly since the contacts provided were
often those known by the Rivers Trust operating in
the catchment this will be skewed compared to a
random sample.
Of the organisations who hadn’t heard of it most
were leisure based and not direct water users. They
were all still interested in CaBA and keen to find out
more, so it is worth looking for participants among
the wider civil society groups.
Overall the CaBA was viewed as a very good idea,
with the only risk being that they need to be active
and inclusive to be successful.

